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exhaust, handlebars with cross members, universal tires, and adequate ground clearance for an
off-road enduro motorcycle or trail motorcycle. The DT had a raised rear and front fender, raised
exhaust, handlebars with cross members, universal tires , and adequate ground clearance for
an off-road- enduro motorcycle or trail motorcycle. When first launched the DT had a single
cylinder, air-cooled, 2-stroke engine, a cradle style tubular steel frame, conventional telescopic
front forks and dual shock swingarm rear suspension, and drum brakes front and rear. Over the
years the model received numerous updates and restyles, the dates and specifications of which
vary between different markets. Notable changes include the appearance of a single shock
absorber rear swingarm in , which Yamaha referred to as Mono-cross, or MX for short, a feature
that appeared on many of Yamaha's other small and medium sized motorcycles at a similar
time. In the electrics were upgraded to 12v, the front brake drum was changed to a disc, and
rising rate rear suspension was fitted with the introduction of the DTLC mk3. Another restyle for
gave us the DTR, the most noticeable specification change from it's predecessor being the
swap to a rear disc brake. The engine produces a maximum peak output power of The Yamaha
DT is an entry-level, road-legal, off-road machine that can just as well be used for a daily
commute to and from work. It comes standard with features such as laced wheels, a dual seat, a
telescopic front fork, dual shocks as a rear suspension, a high-mounted exhaust, knobby tires
mounted on them, a blacked-out frame, and a round headlamp. From CycleChaos. Yamaha DT
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motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last
edited on 11 November , at Yamalube 10w Service Manual. That enduro nomenclature made a
bike a little more serious about bad roads, but still, it was a compromise, doing neither street
nor dirt extremely well. Despite its imperfections, the changed the world for a lot of Americans.
With a gallon of gas in the small 1. When buyers scooped up all the AT units that first year
Yamaha understood it was on to something profitable. Move along to , minor improvements
were made, and model codes were changed. The bike was redesignated the DT â€” the DT now
denoting all of the enduros, from to The chassis was quite conventional, with a cradle-style
tubular-steel frame, dual shocks at the rear and a pair of inch wheels. Like the racers it used a

cantilever-style swingarm, with a long DeCarbon hydraulic shock running all the way to the
steering head, under the gas tank. The lengthy damper proved to be excellent for shock
absorption, allowing the rear wheel to follow the bumps and dips rather than bounce over them.
A dose of nitrogen gas made sure the shock would not bottom out. Wheels were a incher on the
front with a 2. The Takasago wheels each had a rim lock, a hint as to the expectation of a goodly
amount of abuse. The five-inch drum brakes on both wheels were adequate in the dirt but rather
weak when used on the pavement. The subframe elevated the saddle to some 32 inches above
the ground, the suspension allowing for 10 inches of ground clearance. The center-axle 31mm
fork had 30 degrees of rake, five inches of trail, providing some seven inches of travel. Almost
53 inches ran between the axles. The engine was semi-new, still with an oversquare 56 x 50mm
bore and stroke totaling cc, but now with radial fins on the cylinder head for better cooling. An
aluminum sleeve fit into the cylinder, utilizing a five-port induction system, with a compression
ratio of 7. Power was on the discreet side, with some 10 horses at 7, rpm, but that might have
enhanced sales, as it was not enough to get into serious trouble. The Autolube oil container,
holding a little more than a quart, was discreetly concealed behind the left-side panel, and once
the panel was removed the reservoir could be swung out and refilled. A little light went on in the
instrument cluster when the oil got low. The oil-injection system did vary the amount going into
the engine depending on throttle load, which served to reduce oil usage as well as prevent
fouling the plug. To get rid of that troublesome need to occasionally set timing, as well as check
points, the DT was blessed with a magnetically triggered capacitor-discharge ignition system,
better known by its abbreviation, CDI. This benefited the engine by offering a quicker spark,
reducing the possibility that any of that oil and gas mixture in the combustion chamber would
foul the plug. The magneto also served to keep the small six-volt battery charged. The exhaust
system was well designed. Enduro bikes tend to fall over on occasion, and the idea is that the
rider disentangles him- or herself, gets up, lifts the bike, pulls in the clutch, gives a kick and
away they go. Presuming no damage to the header pipe or muffler. The DT header went up and
back under the right side of the tank, and then crossed over to the muffler and spark arrestor on
the left side, tucked away behind frame members. Very protected, very efficient. Getting power
to the rear wheel was done via helical gears running the ponies back to a five-plate wet clutch
and a very good six-speed transmission, where the top two gears were actually overdrive. A
minimalist chain guard covered the chain, with sprockets having 15 and 49 teeth allowing for a
solo rider to exceed the 55 mph national speed limit. The relatively comfy saddle was capable of
seating two friendly riders. High fenders kept mud-collection problems away, and turn signals
kept the feds happy, along with a speedo and tach, indicator lights and a horn. And to ride?
Within reason. Turn the petcock, pull the choke knob if cold, turn the key and kick to start. The
little engine did best, of course, when a rider weighed less than pounds, but it was happy
scrabbling in the dirt. With a few minor changes this model lasted through , after which
two-stroke street bikes became illegal in the U. I would have guessed power was in the
mid-teens, but I guess not. I guess my butt-dyno needed recalibration. Thanks for the article.
Some fond memories bubbled up. Good times. My DT would run out of steam around 60 mph on
pavement. I would have guessed 15 hp also, but not really surprised by Neveer lacked for
adequate power except when driven on pavement. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider
Magazine. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an
incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New? Clement Salvadori - February 19, Clement
Salvadori - February 17, Make Yamaha. Speedometer, Tachometer and all lights work. I tested
the continuity and wiring is all good. I also ordered and have new switches for both front and
rear brake light but just been too busy to install them. The new switches come with the bike
free. The turn signals are all there but not blinking. Al the wiring is there and I assume it is the
flasher relay. These are very in expensive but I did not bother with fixing it. Other than that, what
you see is what you get. Carries a full size adult me at about 75mph so highway travel is fine.
NOTE: Although the back tire is low on air in some of the pictures, there is nothing wrong and it
does not leak. It just sat for a long period of time. The clutch and transmission function
flawlessly. I am adding a youtube video below so you can see it run. Clean title in hand. Call me
anytime from 9am to 11pm central time daily Here is the youtube video. Model DTE. Has a fresh
top end. Numerous performance mods. Runs fantastic. Rides like a new bike. Has a nos gas
tank. Everything works. Clear title in my name. Licensed and inspected. I can look inside if
requested or it sparks interest. Model CC DT1. Mono shock. Heavy duty front rim. Runs good.
Good condition. Help me clean out the garage. Bill of Sale available. All questions welcome.
Email or call before 9pm for info. Day Heights, OH. Thousand Oaks, CA. Eaton, NH. Easton, PA.
Olmos Park, TX. Lebanon, OH. Eau Gallie, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Dt Year Make Yamaha Model -. Year - Make - Model -. Category -

Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Make Yamaha 3.
Category Beta Dual Purpose Motorcycles 2. State Arizona 1 Illinois 1 Oklahoma 1 Texas 1. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make
Yamaha. Model DT Some people won't understand this bikes and it's pricing, but that doesn't
really matter to the people who do! Only 2, Miles on this bike and other than a very minor tear in
the seat it is in excellent original condition! Hurry in because when it's gone, it's gone, and you
may never have the opportunity again!! Don't make it hard to live with yourself because you
waited too long to make a decision! In this day and age you can spend just as much on a couch
or TV and they are pretty boring compared to this ride!! Power Brokers of the Black Hills Inc.
Take a trip out to buy your new ride and spend some time cruising the Black Hills or Badlands
of South Dakota!! We will take all the additional photos needed for serious buyers, just give us a
call! We strive hard to make sure you know exactly what you are buying by giving a very honest
appraisal of the unit's condition. We absolutely will not consider trading or selling any units that
have record of prior salvage title status. We arrange shipping anywhere in the United States!!
We are only 10 minutes from Rapid City Regional Airport! We enjoy meeting new people and
welcoming them to our area, so call us with your flight arrival time and we will get you picked up
from the airport and arrange hotel accommodations if needed. Our shop is just 30 minutes from
Mt. Rushmore and many other attractions!! Come out and you will enjoy some of the best
motorcycle riding in the United States! Visit our website at or call us at Model DT Awesome
vintage off-road trail blazing street machine! This bike rocks, the end! Bike starts on first or
second kick, runs great, goes down the road beautifully, and did I mention it rocks!? Make no
mistake, even though it looks good, this bike has been ridden and shows a little wear. But it
also looks like it was put in storage 20 years ago waiting for you to take her out and rip some
trails. Please look at all pictures to evaluate condition for yourself and while you're doing that
picture yourself on this bad-boy, boom-box in hand, blaring Lynyrd Skynyrd! I in no way
condone driving a motorcycle while listing to a boom-box. Do not try that at home! Oh yeah, do
yourself a favor and practice smiling and giving the motorcycle head nod to people giving you a
thumbs-up when you ride past them on this vintage bike. Super low miles and well maintain.
Runs and drive great, all original. Only flaw is the small crease type dent in top left of the gas
tank see pictures. For Just that same Reason But, I have not spent any time to figure out if the
lights are working etc. Booth At This Show Alone!!!! Included with This Wonderful Bike If you
just want to Vintage Race this bike Again, YES! DMV "Transfer of Ownership" is all you will
need. To my eye I think She looks Great! Also, brake levers etc etc are still in overall Nice
Condition! Make No Mistake this Baby Think About it , if You pass this Baby Up ALL Negotiable
Funds must be received within 3 days of close of auction. You will be in default of this auction.
Seller reserves the right to the close of this auction at his discretion prior to the end of this
auction. Like all real auctions all sales are final. Like most any used item terms of sale are of
course, AS IS with no implied or expressed warranties. All forms of payment must be Proven
"Cleared" by my bank before this Wonderful Bike can leave my homes garage. Hi, Everyone I
Have had a lot of emails this morning asking me about Shipping Quotes I would get as many
Quotes as possible Otherwise, you will pay Way Too Much I would try Uship. To do this
properly, Get as Many Competitive Rates as you can so you will know when a fair rate presents
it'self You need to get the quotes yourself IE you will need to get your own quotes for shipping,
I believe ebay my have a shipping service for vehicles Leave this area to go to the Entire rest of
the Country Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Please email us. I bought
bike in this current condition with plans of getting it running as a beater bike. I have not had the
time to look at it, or frankly enough knowledge currently. I will try to sell bike as whole first, but
if not I will end up parting out. No title. An old 2-stroke shouldn't be too hard to get running if
you are good with bikes. Engine turns over. Looks like someone before me messed with wires
because it is a mess. Located in Geneva IL. I will probably only be able to show bike Fri, Sat, or
Sun. Model DTE. Has a fresh top end. Numerous performance mods. Runs fantastic. Rides like a
new bike. Has a nos gas tank. Everything works. Clear title in my name. Licensed and inspected.
Very Clean. Runs Great. Model CC DT1. Mono shock. Heavy duty front rim. Runs good. Good
condition. Help me clean out the garage. Bill of Sale available. All questions welcome. Email or
call before 9pm for info. Waterford, MI. Olmos Park, TX. Cheyenne, WY. Cripple Creek, CO.
Morristown, TN. Alpharetta, GA. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Dt Powersports Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model -.
Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted
Over 1 Month. Make Yamaha 6. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. Please Log in or Create an account to join the conversation. Home
Mobile Login Quick Registration. About Us. Logo Shop Donate Today. Please consider joining
our community! Index Recent Topics Search. Log in Username. Remember me. Log in Forgot

your password? Forgot your username? Create an account. Quick introduction. I have a dt that
hasn't worked in 10 years. It has spent that time sitting in a barn in Wisconsin becoming a home
to all of the wild animals in the area. The seat was completely destroyed, but that appears to be
the only damage. I am 25 years old with a pretty basic mechanical background. My intent with
this bike was to try to get it running as inexpensively as possible by doing the work myself. I
have done a lot of work on the bike with no results, and was hoping you guys could help me
out. I have replaced the points, condenser, coil, kill switch. I have cleaned the carburetor, and
rebuilt the top end with new rings. Coil and plug boot are within resistance specs. There is
visible spark when placed against the cylinder. I don't have the proper timing tools, but the
points do open right before TDC. My compression gauge is a little wonky but it's showing
compression around , which I believe is low but should still provide some ignition. The bike will
occasionally backfire, but won't start at all. My best guess is that there's weak spark or a timing
issue combined with low compression? I have searched through the forms and have tried many
things. I didn't want to put a lot of money into this but I know it's a cool bike. It's driving me
crazy that it's such a simple machine and I can't get it started. Thank you in advance for your
help! Replied by Gr8uncleal on topic dt new member! Just a couple of questions:- Is the spark
plug wet after you've tried starting it? If not, fuel might not be getting through. Parts can test ok
outside of the engine, but won't work when fitted. Is it the old coil or a new one and the same
question for the spark plug? Just run a small piece of white card between the closed points
faces, just in case there is a small film of dirt between them even though they are new. Not to do
with the running of the bike, but make sure there is two stroke oil in the separate tank, unless
you're running pre-mix. Good luck - you WILL get there! Last edit: 13 Jun by Gr8uncleal. Replied
by Roy on topic dt new member! The spark plug is wet and smells like gas after trying to start. I
did just go and clean the points like you described. A small amount of dirt did come off but still
didn't start. The coil is new 3rd one. This is the first coil that actually tested in the correct range.
The plug cap measures around 5K ohms which I think is correct? Is there additional testing I
can do with a multi-meter to verify that the condenser and the source coil are functioning
properly? And yes there is oil in the tank. I need to replace the shift shaft seal and then I'll give
the bike an oil change. After adjusting the timing a little bit, the bike sounds like it wants to start
and kicks back at me pretty hard. I feel closer! Replied by MarkT on topic dt new member! Can
you take and post a good picture of the windows in the flywheel with it turned to where the
points are just opening? Should be a timing tab and might be able to help spot it and get you
going I'll attach some pictures. I did verify that the points are opening close to right before TDC,
so I'm at least in the ballpark. My leg is getting sore from the kickback. Edit: not sure why the
pictures posted upside down, sorry. Last edit: 13 Jun by Roy Reason: Clarification of photos.
This message has attachments images. Please log in or register to see it. I'm not seeing what I
need to see. I'll take some pictures of one of mine. How are you determining when points open?
If by "eyeball" you're going to be advanced because by the time you see them open, they've
already been open like 10 degrees. The following user s Liked this Post: Rick C. Makotosun
Offline Administrator Posts: Likes received: Replied by Makotosun on topic dt new member! If
your getting a lot of kickback on a , your timing may be advance a bit. They are usually pretty
docile. Those are great bikes though, I have an 80 which was converted to easy swap s a blast.
To the site! IF it isn't one thing, it's another. There are two marks on the outer rim of the flywheel
on that model. The one in the lower window should be aligned with the tab on the condenser
when points just open T. Disconnect the points wire are the coil and attach a powered test light
Here's a close up of the marks. If you used an aftermarket condenser with no tab or the tab is
bent up, this won't work. Also it's NOT a substitute for having the right tools to set the timing.
Should get you close enough to run. And again, if "eyeballing", you're way advanced. Another
thought is to use RT's method. Turn the flywheel to get the points open as wide as possible.
Then set the maximum gap to 0. This usually gets it close enough to run Last thought is
measure maximum point gap right now. Kicking back is advanced. A smaller points gap retards
the timing. So narrow the point gap a little or a lot if it's bigger than 0. You need to have at least
0. So many people here have had running issues where it turns out the new parts are the
problem. I have magneto bikes with
1998 ford taurus repair manual
allis chalmers logo
na miata interior
original points and condensers from the 's and they run perfect. Most of the time all you have
to do with these magnetos is clean the points if they've been sitting a while. Let us know how
you make out. Thank you everybody for your replies! I brought the maximum point gap down to.
The gap was previously around. I put the original points back on there and tried the same thing

with the same results. I'll try to find a new set of points to see if that helps. Also I did have to
replace the woodruff key because it sheared off while I was trying to kick it I forgot to tighten
down the flywheel. I'll try to find a dial gauge as well to help with timing correctly. Is there any
chance that low compression is still contributing to the no start situation? It was around , which
I understand is low but not too low that it shouldn't start? My last question is regarding the
spark plug cap. I have two, one that has a resistor and one that does not. I couldn't find in the
manual which should be used.

